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FA M I LY  OV E RV I E W

STANDARD

THIN

Retina Retina
NARROW THIN

Retina Retina
CONDENSED THIN

Retina Retina
EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
LIGHT

Retina Retina
NARROW LIGHT

Retina Retina
CONDENSED LIGHT

Retina Retina
BOOK

Retina Retina
NARROW BOOK

Retina Retina
CONDENSED BOOK

Retina Retina
MEDIUM

Retina Retina
NARROW MEDIUM

Retina Retina
CONDENSED MEDIUM

Retina Retina
BOLD

Retina Retina
NARROW BOLD

Retina Retina
CONDENSED BOLD

Retina Retina
BLACK

Retina Retina
NARROW BLACK

Retina Retina
CONDENSED BLACK

Retina Retina

MICROPLUS

EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT

Retina Retina
LIGHT

Retina Retina
NARROW LIGHT

Retina Retina
CONDENSED LIGHT

Retina Retina
BOOK

Retina Retina
NARROW BOOK

Retina Retina
CONDENSED BOOK

Retina Retina
MEDIUM

Retina Retina
NARROW MEDIUM

Retina Retina
CONDENSED MEDIUM

Retina Retina
BOLD

Retina Retina
NARROW BOLD

Retina Retina
CONDENSED BOLD

Retina Retina
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Mountain Birch
THIN

Beyond Control
EXTRA LIGHT

English Sonnet
LIGHT

French Bulldog
BOOK

Club Sandwich
MEDIUM

Block Diagram
BOLD

Reindeer Food
BLACK
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BICYCLE RACK
THIN

LEITERSBURG
EXTRA LIGHT

RATIONALISM
LIGHT

BABY SITTING
BOOK

TOUCHSTONE
MEDIUM

MOCHACCINO
BOLD

UNLEAVENED
BLACK
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Natural History
THIN ITALIC

Aircraft Engine
EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

Chromesthesia
LIGHT ITALIC

Unwritten Law
BOOK ITALIC

Demonstrated
MEDIUM ITALIC

Superhighway
BOLD ITALIC

Riverside Hills
BLACK ITALIC
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NIGHT HERON
THIN ITALIC

EXTRA LARGE
EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

HOMOGENIZE
LIGHT ITALIC

PERITHELIUM
BOOK ITALIC

DRAWING INK
MEDIUM ITALIC

CHERRY TREE
BOLD ITALIC

NOISEMAKER
BLACK ITALIC
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Contemporaneous
NARROW THIN

Electron Radiation
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT

 Undimmed Luster
NARROW LIGHT

Corrugated Board
NARROW BOOK

Definite Quantity
NARROW MEDIUM

Precambrian Eon
NARROW BOLD

Classic Brownies
NARROW BLACK
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PATATAS BRAVAS
NARROW THIN

UNCONDITIONED
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT

NONREFLECTING
NARROW LIGHT

GIANT TORTOISE
NARROW BOOK

BUTTERKUCHEN
NARROW MEDIUM

PRETZEL KISSES
NARROW BOLD

MALIBU BREEZE
NARROW BLACK
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Gorgonzola Butter
NARROW THIN ITALIC

In Many Instances
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

Phonemic System
NARROW LIGHT ITALIC

Towering Heights
NARROW BOOK ITALIC

Berry Custard Pie
NARROW MEDIUM ITALIC

Hamburger Hash
NARROW BOLD ITALIC

Democratisation
NARROW BLACK ITALIC
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RHUBARB SAUCE
NARROW THIN ITALIC

 TRIGONOMETRIC
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

SHRIMP LAGOON
NARROW LIGHT ITALIC

INTERNAL DRIVE
NARROW BOOK ITALIC

CRISP DIALOGUE
NARROW MEDIUM ITALIC

ENTREPRENEUR
NARROW BOLD ITALIC

TRANSDUCTION
NARROW BLACK ITALIC
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Homemade Cornbread
CONDENSED THIN

Contemplative Nature
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT

Williamsburg Cookies
CONDENSED LIGHT

Skinny Cosmopolitan
CONDENSED BOOK

Pomegranate Gelato
CONDENSED MEDIUM

Unique in Literature
CONDENSED BOLD

Durable Impression
CONDENSED BLACK
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ROADSIDE POTATOES
CONDENSED THIN

POWER AND LUXURY
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT

COMPLEXITY OF LIFE
CONDENSED LIGHT

GENUS HYDRANGEA
CONDENSED BOOK

ENDURANCE RIDING
CONDENSED MEDIUM

INNOVATING SPIRIT
CONDENSED BOLD

SPICED KUMQUATS
CONDENSED BLACK
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Caribbean Fruity Salsa
CONDENSED THIN ITALIC

Abounding Happiness
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

Celerity of Movement
CONDENSED LIGHT ITALIC

You Look Incredulous
CONDENSED BOOK ITALIC

Chilled Shrimp Salad
CONDENSED MEDIUM ITALIC

Kindled Enthusiasm
CONDENSED BOLD ITALIC

Polished Aluminum
CONDENSED BLACK ITALIC
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STRANGELY ENOUGH
CONDENSED THIN ITALIC

MICROPHOTOMETER
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

RIVETED ATTENTION
CONDENSED LIGHT ITALIC

BLUE MOCKINGBIRD
CONDENSED BOOK ITALIC

LIGHT MINESTRONE
CONDENSED MEDIUM ITALIC

QUANTUM PHYSICS
CONDENSED BOLD ITALIC

GROUNDBREAKING
CONDENSED BLACK ITALIC
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Equally Efficacious
Sovereign and Independent
Green Tea Panna Cotta With Strawberries
CONDENSED THIN & THIN ITALIC

Pruning Shears
I Am Told on Authority
Raisin Peanut Butter Bran Cookies

NARROW THIN & THIN ITALIC

Fantastically
8 Prospect Avenue
Cheese and Sausage Polenta

THIN & THIN ITALIC
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ANGLE OF VISION
BLUEBERRY CRUMB TART
IN THE HIGHEST CONCEIVABLE DEGREE
CONDENSED THIN & THIN ITALIC

TEMPERANCE
PHOENICOPTERIDAE
WONDERFUL FRIED FISH TACOS
NARROW THIN & THIN ITALIC

3105 ACRES
OIL PRODUCTION
EASTERN GREY SQUIRREL

THIN & THIN ITALIC
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Chicken and Garlic
Sauteed Butternut Squash
There Is Something Strangely Interesting

CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

Sleepers Island
Brushy Mountain Trail
45 Double Chocolate Chip Cookies
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

Butterflyfish
Chemical Property
It Is a Matter of Amusement

EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC
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ZUCCHINI LATKES
INTERNATIONAL AMPERE
ASPARAGUS GOAT CHEESE FLATBREAD
CONDENSED EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

HIBERNATION
DECONSTRUCTIVISM
3 QUICK & EASY KITCHEN CAKES
NARROW EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC

NEW RIVER
STEEL INDUSTRY
PERSONAL PREDILECTION

EXTRA LIGHT & EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC
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Fudge Crackles
Essential Prerequisite
Pretzel Peanut Butter Crispy Bars

NARROW LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC

Paleobotany
Verbal Intelligence
I Must Return to the Subject

LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC

Credibly Informed
Pink Peppercorn Ice Cream
An Elaborate Assumption of Indifference
CONDENSED LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC
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CONFIDENTLY
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN
PHOSPHATE BUFFER SOLUTION 

NARROW LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC

REFURBISH
18 BEERS ON TAP
MARBLE VALLEY QUARRY

LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC

MANGO CHICKEN
WHITE LIGHTNING CREEK
BUT THERE IS MUCH MORE THAN THIS
CONDENSED LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC
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Blue Mockingbird
Cactus Police Department
I Would Like to Say One Word Just Here
CONDENSED BOOK & BOOK ITALIC

Egalitarianism
Honey Grilled Chicken
I Have Been Decidedly Impressed
NARROW BOOK & BOOK ITALIC

Thursday 25
Yorkshire Pudding
Raspberry Crumble Muffins

BOOK & BOOK ITALIC
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DOMESTICATION
SHRIMP ALFREDO PASTA
IF THIS SEEMS DOUBTFUL TO ANYONE
CONDENSED BOOK & BOOK ITALIC

REMAIN FIRM
COMMAND MODULE
BRAISED COD WITH CHICKPEAS
NARROW BOOK & BOOK ITALIC

PUBLISHER
VENTRILOQUISM
RED THAI SALMON CURRY

BOOK & BOOK ITALIC
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Blueberry Brie
Incoherent Loquacity
Homemade Mustard Vinaigrette
NARROW MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC

Unimagined
12 Thermoplastics
Sesame Parmesan Zucchini
MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC

Midnight Thicket
Chicken and Feta Burgers
These Instances Are Far From Common
CONDENSED MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC
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360 DEGREES
BROOKLYN LIBRARY
QUICK REFRIGERATOR PICKLES

NARROW MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC

SUBSCRIBE
UNTRADITIONAL
MUSTARD PORK GARNISH
MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC

SENSORY NERVE
VERTICAL COMBINATION
CHICKEN SATAY WITH PEANUT SAUCE

CONDENSED MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC
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Expansionism
Simple Garlic Shrimp
Butternut Macaroni and Cheese
NARROW BOLD & BOLD ITALIC

Throughput
Berry Vinaigrette
Coconut Cinnamon Granola

BOLD & BOLD ITALIC

Friendship Plant
Telephone Conversation
Involved in a Labyrinth of Perplexities
CONDENSED BOLD & BOLD ITALIC
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GOALTENDER
I AM NOT UNAWARE
READING BETWEEN THE LINES
NARROW BOLD & BOLD ITALIC

SERVICE 83
VERISIMILITUDE
FRESH APRICOT COBBLER
BOLD & BOLD ITALIC

SHADOWGRAPH
TYPEWRITER CARRIAGE
BETTER PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICH
CONDENSED BOLD & BOLD ITALIC
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Improbability
Kilometers Per Hour
Red Velvet Coconut Doughnuts
NARROW BLACK & BLACK ITALIC

Augmented
Quantum Physics
Perfect Summer Smoothie
BLACK & BLACK ITALIC

English Channel
Brussels Sprouts Gratin 
Risotto with Prawns and Asparagus
CONDENSED BLACK & BLACK ITALIC
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DANGER LINE
THE NETHERLANDS
A THOUGHT OCCURRED TO ME
NARROW BLACK & BLACK ITALIC

OUTBREAK
MINING CANYON
KOHLRABI CITRUS SALAD
BLACK & BLACK ITALIC

LEMONADE MIX
UNCLOUDED SPLENDOR
I THINK HE HAS VERY NOBLE IDEALS
CONDENSED BLACK & BLACK ITALIC
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EXTRA LIGHT, EXTRA LIGHT ITALIC & BOOK   11 PT / 14 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equiva-
lent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading 
edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves 
to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset the 
effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert 
a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construction, 
and rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to 
the weight of its body. But compared with the rest 
of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small 
size. Helmholz considered that the vulture surely 
represented the heaviest body that could possibly  
be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
power, and it is understood that vultures have con-
siderable difficulty in ascending; so much so that 
unless in a position to take a short preliminary run 
they are easily captured.

Every one has surely noticed a second type of 
bird flight—soaring. It is this flight which is exactly  
imitated in a glider. An aeroplane differs from a 
soaring bird only in that it carries with it a pro-
ducer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring 
bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third, rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings out-
spread and their forward edge elevated rises while 
being forced backward under the breeze. As soon 
as the wind somewhat subsides, the bird turns and 
soars in the desired direction. Flight is thus accom-
plished without muscular effort other than that 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most 
familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing move-
ment which has been called oar-like, but which 
is precisely equivalent to the usual movement 
of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge  
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; 
on the return stroke the leading edge is de- 
pressed so as to present a nearly flat surface 
to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke 
serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward 
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can 
fly, because neither in his muscular frame nor 
by any device which he can attach thereto can 
he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his 
own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to 
fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of the 
great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the 
weight of its body. But compared with the rest 

MICROPLUS  6 PT / 8 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual 
movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge 
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird  
forward. A slight downward direction of this stroke  
serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset  
the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction,  
and rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to the 
weight of its body. But compared with the rest of the ani- 
mal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz 

MICROPLUS  5 PT / 7 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by  
a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which is  
precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man in 
swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the 
return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight downward 
direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward 
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither  
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto  
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead  
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared 
with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. 
Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the heaviest body 
that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
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LIGHT, LIGHT ITALIC & MEDIUM   11 PT / 14 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equiva-
lent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading 
edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves 
to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset the 
effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert 
a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construc-
tion, and rapid movement of its wings, in propor-
tion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture 
represented the heaviest body that could possibly 
be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
power, and it is understood that vultures have con-
siderable difficulty in ascending; so much so that 
unless in a position to take a short preliminary run 
they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird 
flight—soaring. It is this flight which is exactly 
imitated in a glider. An aeroplane differs from a 
soaring bird only in that it carries with it a pro-
ducer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring 
bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third, rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings 
outspread and their forward edge elevated rises 
while being forced backward under the action of 
the breeze. As soon as the wind subsides, the bird 
turns and soars in the desired direction. Flight is  
thus accomplished without muscular effort other 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most 
familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing move-
ment which has been called oar-like, but 
which is precisely equivalent to the usual 
movement of the arms of a man in swim- 
ming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the lead-
ing edge is depressed so as to present a  
nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel 
the bird forward. A slight downward direction 
of this stroke serves to impel the flight suffi-
ciently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man  
can fly, because neither in his muscular frame 
nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to over-
come his own weight against as impondera-
ble a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, 
instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as  
easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful con-
struction, and rapid movement of its wings, 
in proportion to the weight of its body. But 

MICROPLUS  6 PT / 8 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual 
movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge 
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present 
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird 
forward. A slight downward direction of this stroke serves 
to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect 
of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and 
rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of 
its body. But compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, 
flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered that 

MICROPLUS  5 PT / 7 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is accom-
plished by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but 
which is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a 
man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; 
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a 
nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. Birds can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of their wings, in proportion to the weight of the body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of 
small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the heavi-
est body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of 
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BOOK, BOOK ITALIC & BOLD   11 PT / 14 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equiva-
lent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading 
edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves 
to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset the 
effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert a 
sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were 
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construc-
tion, and rapid movement of its wings, in propor-
tion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture 
represented the heaviest body that could possibly 
be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscu-
lar power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so 
that unless in a position to take a short prelimi- 
nary run they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird 
flight—soaring. It is this flight which is exactly 
imitated in a glider. An aeroplane differs from a 
soaring bird only in that it carries with it a pro-
ducer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring 
bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third, rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings 
outspread and their forward edge elevated rises 
while being forced backward under the action of 
the breeze. As soon as the wind somewhat sub-
sides, the bird turns and soars in the desired direc-
tion. Flight is thus accomplished without muscular 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most 
familiar bird flight is by a wing movement 
which has been called oar-like, but which is 
equivalent to the usual movement of the 
arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the 
wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the 
return stroke the leading edge is depressed, 
presenting a nearly flat surface to the air 
and thus propelling the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to 
impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset 
the effect of gravity.

Anyone can learn to swim, but no man can 
fly, because neither in his muscular frame nor 
by any device which he can attach thereto can 
he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his 
own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to 
fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of 
the great surface, powerful construction, and 
rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to 
the weight of its body. But compared with the 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is accomplished by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is actually precisely equiv-
alent to the usual movement of the arms of a human in 
swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the 
air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel 
the bird forward. A slight downward direction of this stroke 
serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to fully offset 
the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and 
rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of 
its body. But compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, 
flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered that  
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is accom-
plished by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but 
which is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a 
man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; 
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a 
nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 
700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared 
with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. 
Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the heaviest body 
that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most famil-
iar bird flight is achieved by a rapid wing move-
ment which has been called oar-like, but which 
is equivalent to the movement of the arms of a 
man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke 
the leading edge is depressed so as to present 
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel 
the bird forward. A slight downward direction of 
this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert  
a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were 
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter,  
it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird  
can fly because of the great surface, powerful 
construction, and rapid movement of its wings,  
in proportion to the weight of its body. But com-
pared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying 
birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body  
that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the  
exercise of muscular power, and it is understood 
that vultures have considerable difficulty in 
ascending; so much so that unless in a position 
to take a short preliminary run they are easily 
captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird 
flight—soaring. It is this flight which is exactly 
imitated in a glider. An aeroplane differs from a 
soaring bird only in that it carries with it a pro-
ducer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soar- 
ing bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been 
called sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with 
wings outspread and their forward edge ele- 
vated rises while being forced backward under 
the action of the breeze. As soon as the wind 
somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars  

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most 
familiar bird flight is achieved by a rapid 
wing movement which has been called oar- 
like, but which is precisely equivalent to the 
usual movement of the arms of a man in 
swimming. The edge of the wing moves for- 
ward, cutting the air; on the return stroke  
the leading edge is depressed so as to pres- 
ent a nearly flat surface to the air and thus 
propel the bird forward. A slight downward 
direction of this stroke serves to impel the 
flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect 
of gravity.

Anyone can learn to swim, but no man can 
fly, because neither in his muscular frame 
nor by any device which he can attach to it 
can he exert sufficient pressure to overcome 
his own weight against as imponderable a 
fluid as air. For if air were as heavy as water, 
instead of 700 times lighter, it would be just 
as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful con-
struction, and rapid movement of its wings, 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual 
movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge 
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a 
nearly flat surface to the air and propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel 
the flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and 
rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight 
of its body. But compared with the rest of the animal king-
dom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is accom-
plished by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but 
which is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a 
man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; 
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a 
nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in 
his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can 
he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against as 
imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 
700times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared 
with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. 
Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the heaviest body 
that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most famil-
iar bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which 
has been called oar-like, but which is precisely 
equivalent to the usual movement of the arms  
of a human in swimming. The edge of the wing 
moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to  
present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus 
propel the bird forward. A downward direction of 
this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can 
fly, because neither in his muscular frame nor by 
any device which he can attach thereto can he 
exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own 
weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If 
air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim.  
The bird can fly because of the great surface, 
powerful construction, and rapid movement of 
its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. 
But compared with the rest of the animal king-
dom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz 
considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and 
kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and 
it is understood that vultures have considerable 
difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless 
in a position to take a short preliminary run they 
are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird 
flight—soaring. It is this flight which is exactly 
imitated in a glider. An aeroplane differs from  
a soaring bird only in that it carries with it a pro-
ducer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring 
bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been 
called sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with 
wings outspread and their forward edge ele-
vated rises while being forced backward under 
the action of the breeze. As soon as the wind 
somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars in 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most 
familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing move-
ment which has been called oar-like, but 
which is equivalent to the usual movement 
of the arms of a human in swimming. The 
edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the 
air; on the return stroke the leading edge 
is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird 
forward. A slight downward direction of this 
stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Anyone can learn to swim, but no human 
can fly, for neither in his muscular frame nor 
by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to over-
come his own weight against as imponder-
able a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as 
water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would  
be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful con- 
struction, and rapid movement of its wings, 
in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual move-
ment of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the 
wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke 
the leading edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and 
rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight 
of its body. But compared with the rest of the animal king-
dom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a 
rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which is pre-
cisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man in swim-
ming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat sur-
face to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A downward direction 
of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset the 
effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead  
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can 
fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared 
with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. 
Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the heaviest body 
that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight 
is by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, 
but which is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of 
the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge 
is depressed so as to present a nearly flat surface to the air 
and thus propel the bird forward. A slight downward direction 
of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward  
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can 
attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome 
his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air 
were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would 
be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of the 
great surface, powerful construction, and rapid movement  
of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body.  But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds 
are all of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture 
represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised 
and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it  
is understood that vultures have considerable difficulty in 
ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take a  
short preliminary run they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird flight—soar-
ing. It is this flight which is exactly imitated in a glider. An 
aeroplane differs from a soaring bird only in that it carries 
with it a producer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring bird gradu-
ally loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been called sailing. 
The bird faces the wind, and with wings outspread and their 
forward edge elevated rises while being forced backward 
under the action of the breeze. As soon as the wind somewhat 
subsides, the bird turns and soars in the desired direction. 
Flight is thus accomplished without muscular effort other 
than that necessary to properly incline the wings and to 
make the turns. It is practicable only in squally winds, and the 
birds which practice sailing—the albatross and frigate bird—
are those which live in the lower and more disturbed regions 
of the atmosphere. This form of flight has been approximately 
imitated in the maneuvering of aeroplanes. Comparison of 
flying machines and ships suggests many points of difference. 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been 
called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the 
usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. 
The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed  
so as to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus 
propel the bird forward. A slight downward direction  
of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently up- 
ward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any device 
which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient 
pressure to overcome his own weight against as impon- 
derable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, in- 
stead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as 
to swim. The bird can fly because of the great surface, 
powerful construction, and rapid movement of its 
wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying 
birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered that 
the vulture represented the heaviest body that could 
possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise of 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is  
by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which  
is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man  
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird 
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the 
exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in  
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing 
movement which has been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to  
the usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing  
moves forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed  
so as to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in his muscular 
frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pres-
sure to overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to 
swim. The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and  
kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take  
a short preliminary run they are easily captured.
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual  
movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge  
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present a nearly 
flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel 
the flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can 
attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome 
his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air 
were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would 
be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of the 
great surface, powerful construction, and rapid movement 
of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds 
are all of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture 
represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised 
and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it  
is understood that vultures have considerable difficulty  
in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take  
a short preliminary run they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird flight—soar-
ing. It is this flight which is exactly imitated in a glider. An 
aeroplane differs from a soaring bird only in that it carries 
with it a producer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring bird grad- 
ually loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been called sail- 
ing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings outspread and 
their forward edge elevated rises while being forced back-
ward under the action of the breeze. As soon as the wind 
somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars in the desired 
direction. Flight is thus accomplished without muscular 
effort other than that necessary to properly incline the 
wings and to make the turns. It is practicable only in squally 
winds, and the birds which practice sailing—the albatross 
and frigate bird—are those which live in the lower and more 
disturbed regions of the atmosphere. This form of flight 
has been approximately imitated in the maneuvering of 
aeroplanes.

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been 
called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the 
usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. 
The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed  
so as to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus 
propel the bird forward. A slight downward direction 
of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently 
upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert a suf-
ficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as 
water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy 
to fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of the great 
surface, powerful construction, and rapid movement 
of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. 
But compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, 
flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that 
could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exercise 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is  
by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which  
is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man  
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird 
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the exer-
cise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have consid-
erable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to 
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing 
movement which has been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to  
the usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward  
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in his muscular 
frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pres-
sure to overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to 
swim. The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and  
kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take a 
short preliminary run they are easily captured.
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual move-
ment of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the 
wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke 
the leading edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat 
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to over-
come his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. 
If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly because 
of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. 
But compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying 
birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered that the vul-
ture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be 
raised and kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and 
it is understood that vultures have considerable difficulty 
in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take a 
short preliminary run they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird flight—soar-
ing. It is this flight which is exactly imitated in a glider. An 
aeroplane differs from a soaring bird only in that it carries 
with it a producer of forward impetus, the propeller, so that 
the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring bird gradu-
ally loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings outspread 
and their forward edge elevated rises while being forced 
backward under the action of the breeze. As soon as the 
wind somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars in the 
desired direction. Flight is thus accomplished without 
muscular effort other than that necessary to properly 
incline the wings and to make the turns. It is practicable 
only in squally winds, and the birds which practice sail-
ing—the albatross and frigate bird—are those which live in 
the lower and more disturbed regions of the atmosphere. 
This form of flight has been approximately imitated in the 
maneuvering of aeroplanes.

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent 
to the usual movement of the arms of a man in 
swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge 
is depressed so as to present a nearly flat surface to 
the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel 
the flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect 
of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert a suf-
ficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy 
as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as 
easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly because of 
the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight 
of its body. But compared with the rest of the animal 
kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz 
considered that the vulture represented the heaviest 

MICROPLUS  6 PT / 8 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by 
a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which is 
precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; 
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present 
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A 
slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird 
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the 
exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a 

MICROPLUS  5 PT / 7 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing 
movement which has been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the 
usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to 
offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in his muscular 
frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pres-
sure to overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as 
heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. 
The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid move-
ment of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared with the 
rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept 
aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have con-
siderable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take a short 
preliminary run they are easily captured.
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is by a rapid wing movement which has been called 
oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the usual 
movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge 
of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on the return 
stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird for-
ward. A slight downward direction of this stroke  
serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset  
the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because 
neither in his muscular frame nor by any device which he 
can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pressure to 
overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid 
as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead of 700 times 
lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird  
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construc-
tion, and rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to 
the weight of its body. But compared with the rest of the 
animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz 
considered that the vulture represented the heaviest  
body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the 
exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vul-
tures have considerable difficulty in ascending; so much 
so that unless in a position to take a short preliminary run 
they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird flight—
soaring. It is this flight which is exactly imitated in a glider. 
An aeroplane differs from a soaring bird only in that it car-
ries with it a producer of forward impetus, the propeller, so 
that the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring bird 
gradually loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings outspread 
and their forward edge elevated rises while being forced 
backward under the action of the breeze. As soon as the 
wind somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars in  
the desired direction. Flight is thus accomplished with-
out muscular effort other than that necessary to properly 
incline the wings and to make the turns. It is practicable 
only in squally winds, and the birds which practice sail- 
ing—the albatross and frigate bird—are those which live in 
the lower and more disturbed regions of the atmosphere. 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equiv-
alent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge 
is depressed so as to present a nearly flat surface  
to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel 
the flight sufficiently upward to offset the effect 
of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert  
a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were 
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construction, 
and rapid movement of its wings, in proportion to  
the weight of its body. But compared with the rest  
of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small 
size. Helmholz considered that the vulture repre- 

MICROPLUS  6 PT / 8 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is  
by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which  
is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man  
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. 
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird 
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body.  
But compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are  
all of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented  
the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by  
the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures  
have considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless  

MICROPLUS  5 PT / 7 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing 
movement which has been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to  
the usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward  
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in his muscular 
frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pres-
sure to overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to 
swim. The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and  
kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take  
a short preliminary run they are easily captured.
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Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird 
flight is achieved by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to 
the usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. 
The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air; on 
the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and propel the 
bird forward. A slight downward direction of this stroke 
serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset 
the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any device 
which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient 
pressure to overcome his own weight against as impon-
derable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. 
The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful 
construction, and rapid movement of its wings, in propor-
tion to the weight of its body. But compared with the rest 
of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. 
Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft 
by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood 
that vultures have considerable difficulty in ascending; so 
much so that unless in a position to take a short prelimi-
nary run they are easily captured.

Every one has noticed a second type of bird flight—
soaring. It is this flight which is imitated in a glider.  An 
aeroplane differs from a soaring bird only in that it carries 
with it a producer of forward impetus, the propeller, so 
that the soaring flight may last indefinitely. A soaring 
bird gradually loses speed and descends.

A third and rare type of bird flight has been called 
sailing. The bird faces the wind, and with wings outspread 
and their forward edge elevated rises while being forced 
backward under the action of the breeze. As soon as the 
wind somewhat subsides, the bird turns and soars in the 
desired direction. Flight is thus accomplished without 
muscular effort other than that necessary to properly 
incline the wings and to make the turns. It is practicable 
in squally winds; the birds which practice sailing—the 
albatross and frigate bird—are those which live in the 
lower and more disturbed regions of the atmosphere. 

8.5 PT / 11 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar 
bird flight is by a rapid wing movement which has 
been called oar-like, but which is precisely equiv- 
alent to the usual movement of the arms of a man 
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, 
cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading  
edge is depressed so as to present a nearly flat  
surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves  
to impel the flight sufficiently upward to offset  
the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, 
because neither in his muscular frame nor by any 
device which he can attach thereto can he exert  
a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight 
against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as 
heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it 
would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird can fly 
because of the great surface, powerful construc-
tion, and rapid movement of its wings, in proportion 
to the weight of its body. But compared with the 
rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of 
small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture 

MICROPLUS  6 PT / 8 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is  
by a rapid wing movement which has been called oar-like, but which  
is precisely equivalent to the usual movement of the arms of a man  
in swimming. The edge of the wing moves forward, cutting the air;  
on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as to present  
a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward.  
A slight downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight 
sufficiently upward to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither 
in his muscular frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto 
can he exert a sufficient pressure to overcome his own weight against 
as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were as heavy as water, instead 
of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to swim. The bird 
can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But 
compared with the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all 
of small size. Helmholz considered that the vulture represented the 
heaviest body that could possibly be raised and kept aloft by the 
exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in  

MICROPLUS  5 PT / 7 PT

Birds fly in one of three ways. The most familiar bird flight is by a rapid wing 
movement which has been called oar-like, but which is precisely equivalent to the 
usual movement of the arms of a man in swimming. The edge of the wing moves 
forward, cutting the air; on the return stroke the leading edge is depressed so as 
to present a nearly flat surface to the air and thus propel the bird forward. A slight 
downward direction of this stroke serves to impel the flight sufficiently upward  
to offset the effect of gravity.

Any man can learn to swim, but no man can fly, because neither in his muscular 
frame nor by any device which he can attach thereto can he exert a sufficient pres-
sure to overcome his own weight against as imponderable a fluid as air. If air were  
as heavy as water, instead of 700 times lighter, it would be as easy to fly as to 
swim. The bird can fly because of the great surface, powerful construction, and rapid 
movement of its wings, in proportion to the weight of its body. But compared with 
the rest of the animal kingdom, flying birds are all of small size. Helmholz considered 
that the vulture represented the heaviest body that could possibly be raised and  
kept aloft by the exercise of muscular power, and it is understood that vultures have 
considerable difficulty in ascending; so much so that unless in a position to take  
a short preliminary run they are easily captured.
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 RtEa
RETINA STANDARD

 RtEa
RETINA MICROPLUS

Retina MicroPlus uses exaggerated proportions and details to 
preserve the identity of each letter and word. Deep-cut notches 
absorb ink in print and further reinforce the gesture of each shape, 
on screens as well as paper.
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RETINA MICROPLUS

4 PT TO 9 PT IN PRINT & 9 PX TO 16 PX ON SCREEN

11 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all 
my work was over and I was on my way 
up to my berth, it occurred to me that I 
should like an apple. I ran on deck. The

10 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my 
work was over and I was on my way to my 
berth, it occurred to me that I should like an 
apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all for-

9 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my work 
was over and I was on my way up to my berth, it 
occurred to me that I would like an apple. I ran on 
deck. The watch was all forward looking for the

8 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all of my work was 
over and I was on my way up to my berth, it occurred to 
me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch 
was all forward looking out for the island. The man at

7 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work was over and 
I was on my way to my berth, it occurred to me that I should 
like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all forward looking 
out for the island. The man at the helm was watching the luff

6.5 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my work was over and I 
was on my way to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an 
apple. I ran onto deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the 
island. The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sails and

6 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my work was over and I was on 
my way to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on 
deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The man at the 
helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently to him-

5.5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all of my work was over and I was on my 
way up to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran onto deck. 
The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The man at the helm was 
watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently to himself, and that was

5 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my work was over and I was on my way to 
my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all 
forward looking out for the island. The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail 
and whistling away gently to himself, and that was the only sound excepting the swish

4.5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work was over and I was on my way to my berth, 
it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all forward looking out 
for the island. The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently to 
himself, and that was the only sound excepting the swish of the sea against the bows and around

4 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work was over and I was on my way to my berth, it occurred to 
me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The man at 
the helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently to himself, and that was the only sound 
excepting the swish of the sea against the bows and around the sides of the ship. I got bodily into the apple

RETINA STANDARD

7 PT AND UP IN PRINT & 14 PX AND UP ON SCREEN

11 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my 
work was done and I was on my way to our 
berth, it occurred to me that I should like an 
apple. I ran on deck. The watch was forward

10 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work 
was done and I was on my way up to my berth, 
it occurred to me that I would like an apple. I ran 
on deck. The watch was all forward looking out

9 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all my work was 
done and I was on my way to my berth, it occurred to 
me that I should like an apple. I ran onto the deck. The 
watch was all forward looking out for the island. This

8 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all of my work was over 
and I was on my way up to my berth, it occurred to me that 
I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was forward 
looking out for the island. The man at the helm was watch-

7 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work was over and I was 
on my way to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. 
I ran onto deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. 
The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling

6.5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all my work was over and I was on 
my way to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on 
deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The man at the 
helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently to him-

6 PT  Now, just after sundown, when my work was over and I was on my way to 
my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch 
was forward looking out for islands. The man at the helm was watching the luff 
of the sail and whistling away gently to himself, and that was the only sound or

5.5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all of my work was done and I was on my way 
to my berth, it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was 
forward looking out for islands. The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail 
and whistling away gently to himself, and that was the only sound excepting the swish

5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when all of my work was over and I was on my way to my berth, 
it occurred to me that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all forward looking out 
for the island. The man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail and whistling away gently 
to himself, and that was the only sound excepting the swish of the ocean against the bows and

4.5 PT  Now, just after sundown, when my work was over and I was on my way to my berth, it occurred 
to me that I should like an apple. I ran onto deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The 
man at the helm was watching the luff of the sail and was whistling away gently to himself, and that was 
the only sound excepting the swish of the sea against the bows and around the sides of the ship. I got into

4 PT  Now, just before sundown, when all of my work was over and I was on my way to my berth, it occurred to me 
that I should like an apple. I ran on deck. The watch was all forward looking out for the island. The man at the helm was 
watching the luff of the sail and was whistling away gently to himself, and that was the only sound excepting the swish 
of the ocean against the bows and around the sides of the ship. I got bodily into the apple barrel, and found that inside
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RETINA MP
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RETINA MP CONDENSED

ae
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M I C R O P L U S  D U P L E X I N G

The MicroPlus weights are “duplexed”, with every letter occupying 
a constant space from Extra Light to Bold. This uncommon feature 
allows designers to vary font weights without changing line 
lengths — an asset in tabular forms or screen interfaces.
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RETINA SUPPORTS OVER 200 LANGUAGES 

MORE INFORMATION AT FREREJONES.COM/FAQ

BOOK  8.5 PT / 12 PT

AFRIKAANS  Daar is geen hoë berge nie, want hoog is 
daar die wêreld self; en luggies waai daar dun en fris, 
of dit stroom uit die blou gewelf. Die baie dale en 
klowe wat die hoogland kruis en dwars deursny, bied 
winterskuiling vir die vee wat anders al te koud sal kry.

ENGLISH  It seems to me very important that the statute 
laws should be made as plain and intelligible as possible, 
and be reduced to as small a compass as may consist 
with the precision of the will of the Legislature and the 
perspicuity of its language. This well done would, I think, 

BRETON  Pep hini en deus gwir da gaout digoll gwirion 
dirak lezioù-barn broadel kenveliek evit oberoù o 
dije torret ar gwirioù diazez anavezet dezhañ gant 
ar Vonreizh pa al lezenn. Ur gwir par da hini ar re all a 
zo gant pep hini da vezañ klevet dirak an holl ha gant 

DUTCH  Geen bepaling in deze Verklaring zal zodanig 
mogen worden uitgelegd, dat welke Staat, groep of 
persoon dan ook, daaraan enig recht kan ontlenen om 
iets te ondernemen of handelingen van welke aard ook 
te verrichten, die vernietiging van een van de rechten 

ALBANIAN  Çdo grup përmban elementet të cilët kanë të 
njëjtin konfigurim elektronik të jashtëm. Brenda çdo 
grupi gjenden atome me veti të ngjashme. Në nder të 
kimistit rus sistemi periodik quhet ndryshe dhe tabela 
e Mendelejevit. Sistemi periodik ndahet në grupe dhe 

CATALAN  Hom comprèn que un jardí de senyor rector sigui 
una imatge, baldament pàl·lida, del paradís terrenal. 
En Quiquet, per cortesia, agafa una pera. És d'aquelles 
peres verdes per fora, granelludes per dins, però que són 
una mel. Aquell gust de mel s'acaba aviat. Tot just quan 

APACHE  Kʼadi niiʼíkáee ʼiłʼango bindáayeedaaʼighą́ą́ʼí 
dííkʼeh naajiistseenáʼa. Kʼadi ndé ʼágojilánáʼa. Goshtłʼish 
ndé kʼéhátʼégo naaki ʼájílaanáʼa. Haodzígo ʼájílaanáʼa 
díkʼeh. ʼÁkoo kániʼjíńłdéélnáʼa. Tóbájishchinéń ndéne 
yánáʼdiiʼįįgo, Naaghééʼneesghánéń ʼindaa yánáʼdiiʼįįgo; 

CHEYENNE   Hákóʼe tótseha tséhemėšéméto Éšeʼhe 
Ȯhméʼéhnėstse móhneʼȯhkeéehóhtaʼhaovôhevóhe 
tséheškévooʼo. Oeškese éʼévȧhoʼvéʼhahtsesėstse. 
Totáhoésta éʼȯhketšėheševéʼȯhtsémóho, heva 
hóʼtaévȧhéhotseʼoestse hóʼeamóneanénėstse naa 

ASTURIAN  La enerxía xenerada emítese al espaciu en 
forma de radiación elleutromagnética, neutrinos 
y vientu solar. Les estrelles obsérvense nel cielu 
nocherniegu como puntos rellumantes, titilantes 
por mor de les distorsiones óptiques que produz 

CORNISH  Pub den oll yw genys rydh hag kehaval yn 
dynita ha gwiryow. Yth yns i kemynnys gans reson 
ha kowses hag y tal dhedha gul dhe unn orth y gila yn 
spyrys a vrederedh. Moaz aman Brea Cambern, toaz 
trea. E lodrow o gwidn, wos aith thur an jyn. E vuzaz 

BASQUE  Gizon-emakume guztiak aske jaiotzen dira, 
duintasun eta eskubide berberak dituztela; eta 
ezaguera eta kontzientzia dutenez gero, elkarren 
artean senide legez jokatu beharra dute. Gizaki 
orori dagozkio Aldarrikapen honetan adierazitako 

CZECH  Víte, pomocí těch vodiček mohl dělat, co chtěl. 
Mohl třeba dostat medúzu se sokratovským mozkem 
nebo žížalu padesát metrů dlouhou. Ale protože neměl 
kousku humoru, vzal si do hlavy, že udělá normálního 
obratlovce nebo snad člověka. A tak se do toho pustil.

AZERBAIJANI  Ən qədim dövrlərdən zəmanəmizədək 
davam edən bu sənət növü xalqın geyimindən tutmuş 
müxtəlif təsərrüfat məmulatı və bəzəyinə qədər böyük 
bir sahəni əhatə edir. Təbiidir ki, xalqımızın məişət 
xüsusiyyətləri, estetik zövgü, bir sözlə milli siması, 

CROATIAN  Sunčeva energija ili solarna energija je energija 
Sunca, njegova svjetlost i toplina koju ljudi koriste od 
davnina uz pomoć raznih tehnologija. Djelomični popis 
sunčevih sustava uključuje prostor za grijanje i hlađenje 
kroz pasivnu solarnu arhitekturu, pitku vodu kroz 

BOSNIAN  Najlakši hemijski elementi, među kojima su 
vodik, helij i manje količine litija, berilija i bora, nastali 
su različitim kosmičkim procesima tokom Velikog 
praska i djelovanjem kosmičkih zraka. Nastanak težih 
elemenata, počev od ugljika do najtežih elemenata, 

DANISH  En fjord er et havområde med land på tre sider. 
Åbningen ud mod det øvrige hav kaldes for fjordens 
munding. En fjord er kendetegnet ved at den indeholder 
brakvand. Er området kun afgrænset til to sider, er der 
tale om en bugt eller et stræde. På andre sprog har 
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IRISH  Fairis sin, ní déanfar aon idirdhealú ar fhoras no 
céimíochta poiliticiúla, dlínsiúla nó eadarnáisiúnta atá 
ag an tír nó an chríoch len mbaineann duine, pé acu 
críoch neamhspleách, críoch iontaobhais, nó críoch gan 
rialtas dúchais í, nó críoch a bhfuil aon teoranta eile ar 

GIKUYU  Ndingĩrĩ na thimũ nongũhũrĩre. Nako kagui 
gakĩambĩrĩria gũthambĩra. Kora nako gakĩgũa maĩ-inĩ 
gagĩcoka maĩ-inĩ. Gakĩmarũthĩrĩria. Irima nĩrĩrenjirwo. 
Ũngĩenda, noũkene. Rĩu mũthenya ũmwe rĩ nĩgwokire 
andũ ta acio. Nũũ ũraikĩria mũbira? Ũkĩrĩa nĩagwetha 

INDONESIAN  Air hutan ini tidak sepanjang tahun mengalir 
deras, ada kalanya berkurang di musim kemarau. Jika 
datang musim penghujan hutan ini dialiri air yang 
nampak indah menyegarkan. Kondisi hutan yang masih 
rapat merupakan daya tarik lain yang disuguhkan di 

GERMAN  Eine wunderbare Heiterkeit hat meine ganze 
Seele eingenommen, gleich den süßen Frühlings- 
morgen, die ich mit ganzem Herzen genieße. Ich bin 
allein und freue mich meines Lebens in dieser Gegend, 
die für solche Seelen geschaffen ist wie die meine. 

ESPERANTO  Ĉiuj liaj vivbezonaĵoj portis la nomon drako 
kaj estis ornamitaj per diversaj drakofiguroj. Nun ĉie en 
Ĉinio videblas drako ornamentaĵoj kaj cirkulas legendoj 
pri drakoj. Kvankam neniu ŝtato akceptis Esperanton 
kiel oficialan lingvon, ĝi estas uzata de internacia 

ITALIAN  La nostra linea retta sarà viva e palpitante; si 
presterà a tutte le necessità delle infinite espressioni 
della materia, e la sua nuda severità fondamentale 
sarà il simbolo dalla severità di acciaio delle linee del 
macchinario moderno. Nessuna paura è più stupida di 

GREENLANDIC  Kinaluunniit akornuteqanngitsumik 
angalaarsinnaatitaavoq aammalu naalagaaffiit 
ataasiakkaat killeqarfiisa iluanni najugaqarfissamik 
nammineerluni toqqaasinnaatitaalluni. Inuiannut 
solernut atasuunermut tunngasut, naalagaaffimmi 

ESTONIAN  Must ja nõgine rehetare. Ahjus hõõgub tuli 
ja punetab säält seinte pääle. Ahju ees sawik, kolde 
kohal ahela otsas pada. Ahju kõrwal pink, kartsas ja 
wanaema woodi. Teisel pool wastu nurgas uhmripakk, 
leiwalabidas, ahjuluud ja muud koli, seinas soone pääl 

JAVANESE  Isi gamelan iku saprangkat piranti musik 
sing dienggo ngiringi tembang, utawa ditabuh tanpa 
tembang minangka klenèngan. Pagelaran gamelan uga 
ana kang ngarani orkestra gamelan Jawa. Ing Jawa 
gamelan biyasané kanggo musik pangiring pagelaran 

GUARANÍ  Maypa tapicha iderecho oguerekóvo ijidea ha 
iñeñandu tee, ha upéva oikuaaukávo ojejuru mboty´yre 
ichupe; ko deréchope oike avavépe nonnemolestáivo 
marandu ha opinión kuéra, ha avei oñemosarambivo 
kóâva opaite hendárupi, mayma tembiporu upevarâ 

FAROESE  Somuleiðis skal eingin mismunur vera orsakað 
av politiskari, rættarligari ella millumtjóða støðu hjá 
tí landi, sum ein persónur hoyrir til, sama um landið er 
sjálvstøðugt, undir tilsjónarvaldi, ella fullveldi tess á 
annan hátt er skert. Ein og hvør hevur rætt til lív, frælsi 

HAWAIIAN  Ua noa i nā kānaka apau loa nā pono kīvila i 
helu ‘ia ma kēia Hō’ike, me ka ho’okae ‘ole i ka lāhui, i ka 
wai ho’olu’u o ka ‘ili, i ke kāne a i ‘ole ka wahine ka ‘ōlelo, 
ka ho’omana, ka mana’o politika a me nā mana’o ‘ē a’e, 
ka ‘āina a pilina paha i hānau ‘ia ai, ka waiwai, ke kūlana 

FRENCH  Loin de s’ennuyer au couvent les premiers 
temps, elle se plut dans la société des bonnes sœurs, 
qui, pour l'amuser, la conduisaient dans la chapelle, où 
l'on pénétrait du réfectoire par un long corridor. Elle 
jouait fort peu durant les récréations, comprenait bien 

ICELANDIC  Stálbikið borið á með suðunni og sje vel 
þurrt undir. Það er ætlazt til, að þeir steinveggir, sem 
stálbikaðir eru, sjeu lagðir í sement eða allar holur fylltar 
með góðu sementi. Gert er ráð fyrir, að allur viður sje 
sænskur og góður í sjer. Strompar sjeu hafðir úr íslenzku 

FINNISH  Pyhä paistoi pyrstötähti, taivas kummasti 
helotti, kupu taivahan kumotti, loimotti sininen sähkö, 
hirnuivat hevot tulijan niinkuin Turjan pyörretuuli, orhit 
oivat korskahteli niinkuin paisuva Imatra, naukuivat 
navat ratasten niinkuin yössä jäitten jyske, tuop’ on 

HUNGARIAN  Budát és a budai polgárokat egy darab idő 
óta valóságos divat kigúnyolni. Pedig hát ez nagy 
léhaság, mert igaz, hogy a pesti rész a gazdag, pompás, 
de a budai rész a kedves. Pestnek jövője van, Budának 
multja. S minthogy a jövő is mindenesetre mult lesz 

GALICIAN  Toda persoa ten os dereitos e liberdades 
proclamados nesta Declaración, sen distinción ningunha 
de raza, cor, sexo, idioma, relixión, opinión política ou de 
calquera outra índole, orixe nacional ou social, posición 
económica, nacemento ou calquera outra condición. 

IGBO  Ọ dịghị onye a ga-akwagide na nnyonye anya ezighi 
ezi nʼihe ọ-cọghi ka ọha mara, ezinulo ya, ụlọ ya ma ọ 
bụ nzikọrịta ozi ya, ma ọ bukwa na mbuso agha megide 
ugwu na ezi aha ya. Onye ọ bụla newere ikike ịchọ 
nchedo iwu megide nnyonye anya ma ọ bụ mbuso agha 
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POLISH  Jeżeli panowie przyjrzycie mu się dokładnie, 
to zmiarkujecie, że piszący miał kłopot z piórem i 
atramentem. Pióro pryskało dwa razy w jednem słowie, 
i wyschło trzy razy przy wypisywaniu tak krótkiego 
adresu, co dowodzi, że było bardzo mało atramentu 

MADURESE  Sadajana oreng e lahiragi sareng hak-hak 
se dha-padha, mutlak klaban kabebasan fundamental. 
Parsarekatan Bangsa-Bangsa agaduwi janji badhi 
ajungjung tenggi, mamaju sareng anaonge hak-hak 
asasi sabban oreng. Janji gapaneka asalepon dhari 

OCCITAN  Tan m’abelís vòstra cortesa demanda, que ieu 
non pòdi ni vòli m’amagar de vos. Ieu soi Arnaut, que 
plori e vau cantant; consirós vesi la foliá passada, e vesi 
joiós lo jorn qu’espèri, davant. Ara vos prègui, per aquela 
valor que vos guida al som de l’escalièr, sovenhatz-vos 

MAASAI  Órè dúó apá ánaa enáyyólo naá órè taá, órè taá 
náají, órè dúó énaa enapákátá earây, náa káytírríshíákì 
náají ìnè wwéjì amû órè apá, néetây apá, néetây apá 
oltuŋánì ojî apá Inkimís. Ókúrúóí kútáí túntáí sépérua 
sagáràràmì túlélèì owuarú súyaán kerî tárá márà sírùà 

PORTUGUESE  Se o milagre prova a divindade, então é 
divino o peixe Oannes, que tem barbatanas de nacar 
e préga nas margens do Euphrates, em noites de lua 
cheia! Gad sorria com altivez e doçura. A sua indignação 
expirára sob a immensidão do seu desdem. De novo a 

MALAGASY  Ny tondronʼny abidinʼi Radama dia mitovy 
endrika aminʼny abidy ampiasaina aminʼizao fotoana 
izao: ny isanʼny litera ampiasaina dia mbola iraika 
ambinʼny roapolo, fa tsindraindray itarina ho enina 
amin'ny roapolo ny isanʼny litera ampiasaina noho 

QUECHUA  Lliwmanta aswan pisqukunaqa phawayta 
atiptin, hukkunataq manam atinchu, ahinataq surim. 
Uñachakunaqa, malqukuna nisqa, chaymanta, uqllay 
pacha nisqamanta runtuta tʼuqyachispa paqarinku. 
Malqunkunataqa qʼisapim mikhupayachispa uywanku. 

MALTESE  Fl-istess ħin, uħud mill-isbaħ poeżiji tiegħu 
juru vjaġġ interjuri fl-esperjenzi u s-sentimenti tal-
poeta. Bʼhekk irnexxielu jgħaqqad kemm li jħoss hu 
u l-esperjenzi tiegħu flimkien maʼ dawk taʼ pajjiżu u 
niesu. Dun Karm iħares kemm lejn in-naħa personali 

ROMANIAN  Asta deoarece unitățile fundamentale trebuie 
să poată permite măsurarea tuturor mărimilor fizice 
fără definiții redundante, însă alegerea propriu-zisă a 
acestor unități este arbitrară. Unitățile derivate sunt 
date de expresii algebrice formate prin înmulțirea și 

KURDISH  Kurdî, zimanekî wisa ye ku ji pêş, paş û navê ve 
qertafan digire. Ev qertafên çêkirinê jî di nav xwe de 
dibin du bir. Yek jê ew qertaf in ku tenê bi wan ji lêkeran, 
lêkerên çêkirî tên bidestxistin. Qertafên din jî, tenê bi 
wan navdêr û rengdêr tên çêkirin. Her wiha carinan di 

MANDINKA  Bii, ŋa luntaŋolu le soto. I bota mintoo le? 
I bota Basse le. Jaŋ niŋ Basse mu kilometer mu waŋ 
ne ti. Luntaŋ jelu le mu? Luntaŋ saba le mu. Doo mu n 
teerimaa le ti. Ate naata jaŋ siñaa naani. Doolu duŋ? 
Woolu nene maŋ naa jaŋ. Ñiŋ ne mu ila sila foloo ti jaŋ. 

LATVIAN  Baltā cielava ir Latvijas nacionālais putns. 
Latvijā sastopama ļoti bieži no aprīļa līdz oktobrim, 
bieži uzturas apdzīvotās vietās un lauku viensētās, taču 
ligzdo arī dažādos citos biotopos. Kaut arī cielavas ir 
gājputni, atsevišķi īpatņi reizēm pārziemo. Baltā cielava 

NAVAJO  Naadą́ą́ʼ kʼéédíshdléehgo shił yáʼátʼééh. Shidah 
naʼatʼaʼí kwii nighan shiłní nahalingo shá ʼát'é. Shádi 
shı̨́ı̨́ naanish tʼáá bił yáʼátʼééhígíí yíhwiidoołʼááł. Shi dah 
naʼatʼaʼí níshʼı̨́. Shikéyah biih tʼáá bee shá hazʼą́ą́ shı̨́ı̨́ 
baa nitséskees. Shí tsídii baa nitséskees łeh. Shą́ą́ʼgóó 

ROMANSH  Bain svelt è’la gnüda confruntada in butia 
cul rumantsch. Per ella esa stat cler ch’ella prouva da 
dir almain ils pleds da salüd per racoglier la simpatia 
dals cliaints indigens. Quai es gratià bain e cun agüd 
da cuors da rumantsch cha Simi Jakob ha frequentà 

LATIN  Et accedentes locuti sunt regi super edicto: 
Rex numquid non constituisti, ut omnis homo, qui 
rogaret quemquam de diis, et hominibus usque ad 
dies triginta, nisi te, rex, mitteretur in lacum leonum? 
Ad quos respondens rex, ait: verus est sermo iuxta 

MĀORI  Kāhore anō ngā kūmara me ērā atu kai pērā kia 
kohia noatia. I te wā o Matariki, he huhua ngā moki me 
ngā korokoro. He wā pai mō te kohi pikopiko me ngā 
kākano hoki. Engari, ko ētahi kai katoa atu, kua oti kē te 
kōtutu, kī puru ana ngā pātaka. He hoatu takoha te mahi 

LITHUANIAN  Jokia šios Deklaracijos nuostata negali būti 
aiškinama kaip suteikianti kuriai nors valstybei, grupei 
ar asmeniui teisę vykdyti kokią nors veiklą ar atlikti 
veiksmus, skirtus joje išdėstytoms teisėms ir laisvėms 
panaikinti. Kiekvienas žmogus turi pareigas visuomenei, 

NORWEGIAN  Enhver har rett til en levestandard som er 
tilstrekkelig for hans og hans families helse og velvære, 
og som omfatter mat, klær, bolig og helseomsorg og 
nødvendige sosiale ytelser, og rett til trygghet i tilfelle 
av arbeidsløshet, sykdom, arbeidsuførhet, enkestand, 
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UMBUNDU  Olukolela okuti vukanda owiñgi wofokeka 
vyalikongela, wasapula onjanja yokaliye etavo lyawo 
komoko yavelapo yomunu, kekalo kwenda esilivilo 
lyomwenyo womunu, okulisoka komoko yalume kwenda 
yakayi kwenda yilombolola utoyi wokweca okwamako 

YORUBA  Ẹnì kọ̀ọ̀kan ló ní àǹfàní sí gbogbo ẹ̀tọ́ àti òmìnira 
tí a ti gbé kalẹ̀ nínú ìkéde yìí láìfi ti ọ̀rọ̀ ìyàtọ̀ ẹ̀yà kankan 
ṣe; ìyàtọ̀ bí i ti ẹ̀yà ènìyàn, àwọ̣̣̀, akọ-n̄-bábo, èdè, ẹ̀sìn, 
ètò ìṣèlú tàbí ìyàtọ̀ nípa èrò ẹni, orílẹ̀-èdè ẹni, orírun ẹni, 
ohun ìní ẹni, ìbí ẹni tàbí ìyàtọ̣̀ mìíràn yòówù kó jẹ̀. Síwájú 

SLOVAK  Pri nedostatku vitamínov sa môžu objavovať 
poruchy funkcií organizmu, alebo aj veľmi vážne 
ochorenia. Niektorých prebytočných vitamínov sa 
organizmus dokáže zbaviť a pokiaľ prestane vitamín 
prijímať, organizmus z tela nadbytočné množstvo 

TURKISH  İmambayıldı, ana malzemesi patlıcan olan, 
soğan ve sarımsak kullanılarak hazırlanan zeytinyağlı 
bir yemek türüdür. Onüçüncü günde yemek masasında 
patlıcan bulunmamaktadır. Buna şaşıran imam artık 
zeytinyağının kalmadığını öğrenince üzüntüsünden 

WOLOF  Ñu jàpp te nangu ne sagu doomi aadama ak 
sañ-sañam yépp-dañu yam te kenn mënukóo jalgati, te 
lu lépp nekk na cës laay ci taxufeex ci mbirum àtte ak 
jàmm ci biir àdduna. Ñu jàpp ne ñakk xam ak soofantal 
sañ-sañi doomi aadama indi na aymusiba yu tar tax 

XHOSA  Akukho namnye oya kuphazanyiswa kubomi 
obubobakhe, kusapho lwakhe, kwikhaya lakhe okanye 
ngokwembalelwano, nokuba kukuhlaselwa okuhlisa 
isidima nodumo lomntu. Wonke umntu kufanelekile 
ukuba akhuselwe ngumthetho ekuphazanyisweni 

SERBIAN  Dalje, neće se praviti nikakva razlika na osnovu 
političkog, pravnog ili medjunarodnog statusa zemlje 
ili teritorije kojoj neko lice pripada, bilo da je ona 
nezavisna, pod starateljstvom, nesamoupravna, ili da 
joj je suverenost na ma koji drugi način ograničena. Svi 

VIETNAMESE  Thành phần chính của phở là bánh phở và 
nước dùng cùng với thịt bò hoặc gà cắt lát mỏng. Phở 
luôn được thưởng thức khi còn nóng hổi. Để có được 
những bát phở ngon tùy thuộc rất nhiều vào kinh nghiệm 
và bí quyết truyền thống của người chế biến, trong đó 

ZULU  Omama nabantwana kumele banakekelwe futhi 
balekelelwe ngokunqala impela. Bonke abantwana 
noma bezalwe ngaphandle komshado bayothola 
ukuvikelwa okufanayo emphakathini. Ekusebenziseni 
amalungelo nenkululeko yakhe, umuntu uyokwenza 

SLOVENIAN  Pri objektivih s slabo popravo sferne aberacije 
bo za točke zunaj gorišča pred goriščno ravnino ena 
vrsta diskov, za ravnino pa druga vrsta. To je dejansko 
lahko zaželeno, saj zabrisani krogi, ki so ob robu 
temnejši, tvorijo manj določene oblike, ki se gladko 

WELSH  Un ystryd hir y tybiwn ei bod, o bobtu iʼr ffordd 
syʼn rhedeg hyd y bryniau, yn gyfochrog a glan y môr. 
Y maeʼn lân, er nad oes adeiladau mawrion yn ei rhan 
hynaf. Hawdd gweled ei bod yn hen dref oddiwrth ei 
chastell ac amlder ei thafarnau. Trois ar y chwith, hyd 

SPANISH  Inclinóse el padre y besó a la niña dormida, que 
sonrió al sentirse besada en sueños. Cuando acabó 
Joaquín de hablar medió un silencio espeso, hasta que 
estalló una salva de aplausos. Levantóse entonces Abel 
y, pálido, convulso, tartamudeante, con lágrimas en los 

SWAHILI  Kuna wakati, Abunuwasi aliamua kuwa mfuga 
mbuzi. Alinunua mbuzi wa kufuga huku akiwa na lengo 
la kujiongezea kipato chake pindi mbuzi huyo atapoanza 
kuzaa, ili awafuge ndama wawe wengi na kumuwezesha 
kuwa tajiri kuliko wote waliokuwepo katika mji ule.

SAMI  Ii oktage galgga dubmejuvvot ráŋggáštussii 
dakkár dagu dahje šláibmahusa ovddas, mii dahkoáiggi 
ii lean ráŋggáštusvuloš náššuvnnalaš lága mielde dahje 
álbmotrievtti mielde. Iige galgga garraset duomu sáhttit 
cealkit go dan mii lágas leai mearriduvvon dalle go 

TAGALOG  Lumakí si María Clarang pinacaiirog ng̃ lahát, 
sa guitnâ ng̃ mg̃a ng̃iti at pagsinta. Ang mg̃a fraile 
maʼy linalarô siya pagcâ isinasama sa mg̃a procesióng 
puti ang pananamit, nalalala sa canyang malagô at 
culót na buhóc ang mg̃a sampaga at mg̃a azucena, 

SWEDISH  Åter igen ville han tala. Men det han ville säga 
var alltför mycket, alltför långt. På nytt blev det endast 
till stamningar. Stellan störtade ut. Där låg den. Benen 
voro borta, men svansen var hel. Edgar låg som ett vrak 
på ena sidan, för den långa svansens skull. Stellan såg 

SAMOAN  ʻUa o latou saʻiliʻili pea i ʻauala ma mea e 
faʻaalualu ai ma faʻafaigōfie ai le olaga o le tagata ola. 
ʻO saienisi poʻo saienitisi, e tāua a latou suʻesuʻega ʻauā 
e iloa ai le tali o lea mea ma lea mea. Talu ai nei faiga, 
ʻo le mea lea ʻua mafua ai ona saosaoa le alu o le olaga, 

TSWANA  Kgotla e kaiwa mo setsong sa Setswana jaaka 
lefelo la botlhokwatlhokwa. Ke felo kwa melao ya 
morafe e dirwang gone le ditsheko di tsenelang gone. 
Kgotla ngwe le ngwe, go ya ka Setswana, e biletswa 
boreaitse go thaya kgotla gore go sireletswe kgosi le 
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C H A RAC T E R  S E T

UPPERCASE LETTERS A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

 Á À Â Ậ Ấ Ầ Ẩ Ẫ Ǎ Ă Ặ Ắ Ằ Ẳ Ẵ Ã Ā Ä Ȧ Å Ǻ Ả Ạ Ą Ą́ Ą̀ Æ Ǽ Ḇ Ć Ĉ Č 

Ċ Ç Ĉ̣ Ď Ḓ Ḏ Ḍ Đ Đ̣ É È Ê Ệ Ế Ề Ể Ễ Ě Ĕ Ẽ Ē Ë Ė Ẻ Ẹ Ę Ẹ́ Ẹ̀ Ẹ̌ Ẹ̄ Ę́ Ę̀ Ĝ Ǧ Ğ 

Ḡ Ġ Ģ G̃ Ĥ Ḫ Ḥ Ḩ H̱ Ħ Í Ì Î Ǐ Ĭ Ĩ Ī Ï İ Ỉ Ị Į Ị́ Ị̀ Į́ Į̀ Ĵ J́ J̌ Ḵ Ķ Ḳ Ĺ Ľ Ļ Ḽ Ḻ Ḹ Ḷ Ł Ḿ Ṁ 

Ṃ M̀ M̄ Ń Ǹ Ň Ñ Ṅ Ṋ Ņ Ṇ Ṉ N̄ N̈ Ŋ Ó Ő Ò Ô Ộ Ố Ồ Ổ Ỗ Ǒ Ŏ Õ Ō Ö Ȯ Ỏ 

Ọ Ǫ Ọ́ Ọ̀ Ọ̌ Ọ̄ Ǫ́ Ǫ̀ Ø Ǿ Œ Ơ Ớ Ờ Ỡ Ở Ợ P̄ Ŕ Ř Ṙ Ṝ Ŗ Ṛ Ṟ Ś Ŝ Š Ș Ṣ Ş S̀ S̄ 

S̱ ẞ Ť Ṱ Ț Ṭ Ṯ Ţ Ŧ Ú Ű Ù Û Ǔ Ŭ Ũ Ū Ü Ǘ Ǜ Ǚ Ǖ Ů Ủ Ụ Ų U̇ Ụ́ Ụ̀ Ų́ Ư Ứ Ừ Ữ 

Ử Ự Ṿ Ẃ Ẁ Ŵ Ẅ Ẍ X̣ Ý Ỳ Ŷ Ỹ Ȳ Ÿ Ẏ Ỷ Ỵ Ź Ẑ Ž Ż Ẓ Ẕ Z̄ Z̤ Z̧ Ð Þ Ə

LOWERCASE LETTERS a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

 á à â ậ ấ ầ ẩ ẫ ǎ ă ặ ắ ằ ẳ ẵ ã ā ä ȧ å ǻ ả ạ ą ą́ ą̀ æ ǽ ḇ ć ĉ č ċ ç ĉ̣ ď ḓ ḏ ḍ đ 

đ̣ é è ê ệ ế ề ể ễ ě ĕ ẽ ē ë ė ẻ ẹ ę ẹ́ ẹ̀ ẹ̌ ẹ̄ ę ́  ę ̀  ĝ ǧ ğ ḡ ġ ģ g̃ ĥ ḫ ẖ ḥ ḩ ħ ı í ì î ǐ ĭ 

ĩ ī ï i ỉ ị į ı̣́ ı̣̀ ı̨́ ı̨̀ ı̨ ȷ ĵ ǰ ȷ́ ḵ ķ ḳ ĺ ľ ļ ḽ ḻ ḹ ḷ ł ḿ ṁ ṃ m̀ m̄ ń ǹ ň ñ ṅ ṋ ņ ṇ ṉ n̄ n̈ ŋ ó ő ò 

ô ộ ố ồ ổ ỗ ǒ ŏ õ ō ö ȯ ỏ ọ ǫ ọ́ ọ̀ ọ̌ ọ̄ ǫ́ ǫ̀ ø ǿ œ ơ ớ ờ ỡ ở ợ p̄ ŕ ř ṙ ṝ ŗ ṛ ṟ ś ŝ š 

ș ṣ ş s̀ s̄ s̱ ß ť ṱ ț ṭ ṯ ţ ŧ ú ű ù û ǔ ŭ ũ ū ü ǘ ǜ ǚ ǖ ů ủ ụ ų u̇ ụ́ ụ̀ ų́ ư ứ ừ ữ ử ự 

ṿ ẃ ẁ ŵ ẅ ẍ x̣ ý ỳ ŷ ỹ ȳ ÿ ẏ ỷ ỵ ź ẑ ž ż ẓ ẕ z̄ z̤ z̧ ð þ ə

ACCENT & MODIFYING MARKS ´ ̋ ` ̕ ˆ ˇ ̆ ̃ ̄ � ¨ ˙ ̒ ̉ ̊ � � � � � � � � � � � � � ̭ ̮ ˍ � ̤ ̣ ̦ ¸ ̨ ʹ ʺ ʻ ʼ ʿ ʾ ˈ ˌ

CASE-SPECIFIC FORMS  ´ � ` ˆ ˇ � ˜ ¯ � ¨ ˙ � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

FIGURES 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

TABULAR FORMS  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

SUPERSCRIPT & SUBSCRIPT  A 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 B 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C

NUMERATORS & DENOMINATORS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ⁄ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

PRECOMPOSED FRACTIONS  ½ ⅓ ⅔ ¼ ¾ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞

PUNCTUATION & SYMBOLS . , : ; ? ! ¿ ¡ … “ ‟ ” „ ‘ ‛ ’ ‚ « » ‹ › " ' ( ) [ ] { } / | \ - – — · • ⍿ : _ & @ ° % ª º #

LEGAL & REFERENCE  © ℗ ® ℠ ™ * † ‡ § ¶

MATH & CURRENCY  + − × ÷ = ≠ ≈ ~ ± < > ^ µ $ ¢ £ ¥ € ₦ ₱ ₺ ₽ ₹ ฿ ₩ ₫

ARROWS & POINTERS  ↑ ↓ ← → ▲ ▼ ◀ ▶  

CASE-SPECIFIC FORMS  « A » ‹ › ( ) [ ] { } / | \ - – — ·

TABULAR FORMS  ‥ " ' . , : : · ‒ / $ £ ¥ € ▲ ▼ ◀ ▶
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O P E NT Y P E  F E AT U R E S

STYLISTIC SETS

 1  — MIRRORED QUOTES

 “Hello!”    ‟Hello!”

 2 — FIGURE PUNCTUATION

 (9:00–9:30)    (9:00–9:30)

 3 — DOTTED BAR

 Home | Bio    Home ⍿ Bio

STYLISTIC ALTERNATES (ALL STYLISTIC SETS)

“By 3:00 PM!”    ‟By 3:00 PM!”

TABULAR FIGURES

$6,230.59 | US $6,230.59 | US 
£1,510.21 | GB £1,510.21 | GB 
¥8,046.03 | JP ¥8,046.03 | JP

FRACTIONS

6 15/32 inches    6 15⁄32 inches

SUPERIOR/SUPERSCRIPT FIGURES

Lincoln8 and    Lincoln8 and

INFERIOR/SUBSCRIPT FIGURES

C2H5OH    C2H5OH

CAPITAL PUNCTUATION (ACTIVATED VIA “ALL CAPS”)

A {CAT/DOG}    A {CAT/DOG}

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES — RAISED PUNCTUATION

4:00, Apt. 1-R    4:00, Apt. 1-R

LOCALIZATIONS

 CATALAN — PERIOD CENTERED TO PUNT VOLAT

 constel·lació    constel·lació

 TURKISH & AZERBAIJANI — PRESERVING DOTLESS AND DOTTED I

 Kırklareli    KIRKLARELİ

MARK POSITIONING

Naʼasho ̨ ´ ʼii    Naʼashǫ́ʼii
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